In this work, we apply the binary Bell polynomial approach to coupled Burgers system. In other words, we investigate possible integrability of referred system. Bilinear form and soliton solutions are obtained, some figures related to these solutions are given. We also get Bäcklund transformations in both binary Bell polynomial form and bilinear form. Based on the Bäcklund transformation, Lax pair is obtained. Namely, this is a study in which integrabilitiy of coupled burgers system is investigated.
Introduction
Nonlinear evolution equations (NLEEs) and systems of NLEEs are known to describe a wide variety of phenomena in physics, engineering, applied mathematics, chemistry, and biology. In this manner, integrability of NLEEs and systems of NLEEs has been more important and topic of many articles. During the past decades, many scientific workers have presented papers which includes study of complete integrability of NLEEs. For instance, the Darboux transformation method [1] , Painlevé analysis method [2] , inverse scattering method [3] , Hirota bilinear method [4] , Bäcklund transformation method [5] . Hirota bilinear method is based on the construction of a bilinear form of given NLEE. Lambert and his co-workers proposed an useful approach to study the bilinear form, bilinear Bäcklund transformation, Lax pair, Darboux transformation by using Bell polynomials [6, 7] . The Bell polynomial approach is very practical to characterise the bilinearisable equations. Fan [8] generalised this method to search the complete integrability of the nonisospectral and the variable-coefficient equations and proposed a procedure to obtain the infinite conservation laws of the NLEEs. Lambert and Springael constructed Bell poly nomial approach for systems of NLEEs and NLEEs which can be transformed to a system of NLEEs. They also gave some applications [9] . Then, some authors presented more applications [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
This article is organised as follows: In Section 2, we briefly present some notations related to Bell polynomials used in the literature. In Section 3, bilinear formalism and soliton solutions are obtained, and some figures correspond to the soliton solutions are given. In Section 4, Bäcklund transformation and Lax pair are costructed. In Section 5, some conclusions are given.
Bell Polynomials and Binary Ones
In this section, we give the basic definitions and fundamentals of multi-dimensional Bell polynomials and binary Bell polynomials. For details, please refer to available references [13, 14, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Consider the function f = (x 1 , x 2 , …, x l ) with multi-variables in C ∞ . The multi-dimensional Bell polynomials are given as 2  1  2  2  3  3  3  2 , ,
3 ,
If function has two variables, namely for the f = f(x, t), the associated two-dimensional Bell polynomials are
The multi-dimensional binary Bell polynomials take the following forms
, when is odd , when is even.
The first few lowest-order binary Bell polynomials read
6 ,
The link between the Y-pollynomials and the standard Hirota bilinear formula 1
⋅ can be expressed by the following identity:
where n 1 + n 2 + … + n l ≥ 1, and operators 1 , ,
are the classical Hirota's bilinear operators defined by
Furthermore, the relationship between the binary Bell polynomials and Lax pair by use of the Hopf-Cole transformation is given by the expression 
where ψ and Q are both the functions of x 1 and x 2 .
Binary Bell Polynomial Form and Soliton Solutions
In Ming and Ming [23] , (1 + 1) dimensional coupled Burgers equation is investigated with the aid of Hirota bilinear method, multiple-kink solutions and multiple-singularkink solutions are presented. Now we consider (2 + 1) dimensional coupled Burgers system [24] 2 0
which describes wave processes in acoustics and hydrodynamics. Wang et al. [24] obtained infinitely many generalised symmetries of (8) . We introduce two dimensionless fields p and q which are the functions of 
From (10) and (11) we find binary Bell polynomial form of the system (8) as
Through (6) and setting that p = ln(f/g), q = ln(fg) we get bilinear form of (8) as
where f and g are the functions of x, y and t. As follows, (13) can be easily solved to obtain the multi-soliton solutions of (8) by using the Hirota's bilinear method.
Let f and g be functions in the form
Substituting (14) into (13) and collecting the coefficients of the same power of ε, we have
In order to find one soliton solution of (8), we take 1  1  2  1  1  2   2  3  2  3 , , 
where a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , k 1 , k 2 are all arbitrary nonzero constants. We truncate (14) to f 2 (x, y, t) and g 2 (x, y, t), respectively. Then, corresponding two-soliton solution is where   1 1 3  2 2 3  1  1  2  1  2  1  2  2  1  2  1 Some figures which corresponds to soliton solutions found above are given following. Figures 1-2 and 3-6 represent (19) and (21), respectively. Figures 1 and 2 show the motion of the shock waves. Figure 3 shows head on collision of two kink type solitary waves. The collision is inelastic, that is why the shape of waves is changed after the collision. Figure 5 depicts the interaction of two bell shaped solitary waves. Waves move emerging into one after the collision. Then the collision is inelastic. Figure  4 and 6 show the interaction of two kink type solitons. The solitons keep their own shape and direction after the interaction. So collision is elastic. 
Compatibility conditions ψ 1,yt = ψ 1,ty , ψ 3,xt = ψ 3,tx can easily be verified.
Conclusions
In this study, we have investigated the coupled Burgers system with the aid of Bell polynomials. In this sense, we have obtained bilinear form. Using bilinear form we have gotten soliton solutions and discussed these solutions analytically. Some figures of one-soliton and two-soliton solutions have been given. Bäcklund transformations in both binary Bell polynomial form and bilinear form have been given. Then, Lax pair has been constructed. We hope that the present findings may be useful in further works.
